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interpreted in needs
light of long-term no
Tikopian cultion in anthropology
tural change.
due largely
cessful writingThe of
social
anth
Polynesianone
"outliers," of which
Tikopia
Raymond Firth.
is a classic
Even
example, have
so,
long beenthe
of anthro- island's
settlement andpological
cultural
developmen
interest, and recent archaeological
uninvestigated
p
workarchaeologically
- starting with Davidson's pioneering
1977-1978 fieldwork discussed here. The authors
work on Nukuoro - is beginning to provide
appropriately acknowledge their considerable
answers to a number of questions about their
debt to Firth for providing an understanding origins
of
and cultural relationships. Tikopia prothe historic culture and society, especially the
vides a significant contrast in Polynesian adaptaTikopian economy, which was a special topic tion
of when compared to nearby Anuta, which
investigation.
Kirch and Yen studied prior to Tikopia. This
contrast, however, seems to reflect the late
This volume represents some of the best of
recent archaeological work done in the Pacific.
Polynesian adaptation to the distinctive island
It very successfully integrates an ecological study
habitats and not necessarily separate origins or

of the island setting as an interactive element
early divergence. The significance of Tikopia
in culture change with evidence from remote
and Anuta is heightened by their representing

prehistoric periods accessible only through
"rare Polynesian examples of contemporary
archaeology, and it interrelates the copious
production systems that are essentially 'closed'
ethnographic documentation for Tikopia with
or self sustaining"; that is, there are no cash crops
archaeological data from recent periods.

or major imported foods. Kirch and Yen characAfter setting forth the general research plan
terize these as "endpoint" systems, but with

and reviewing the historical, ethnographic, and
each representing alternative courses of develop-

physical settings, the authors examine agriment (p. 26). The systematic description of the
cultural methods. Additional sections of the book

salient features of the food production system is

describe the actual archaeological fieldworka valuable complement to Firth's classic 1939
and analysis performed, and the volume thenstudy. The present system is seen by Kirch and
concludes with a synthesis of ecology, cultureYen to represent one disintensified from that
history, production systems, and demographydescribed in the early 1900s.
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Í44 Asian Perspectives , xxv(2), 1982-1983
starch, foods in the diet is evident
Archaeological studies consisted particularly
of surface
from other Pacific island contexts as well, but
survey (correlated with a "geomorphological
significance of increased domesticated animal
model," p. 86), testing, and arealthe
excavation.
A total of 23 localities were excavated; these

production is difficult to calculate, despite the

included architectural sites, open middens,efforts to estimate meat food values (p. 303).
Evidence offered for significant environand agricultural features. Four major occupation phases - Kiki (900-100 b.c.), Sinapupu mental change accompanying human activity
(100 b.c. -a.D. 1200), Tuakamali (a.d. 1200- on the island comes from a variety of sources,
1800), and Historic (1800-) - were defined. The including nonmarine mollusc studies - published
Tuakamali Phase marks the beginning of theelsewhere in 1981 (p. 308) - soil analysis, and
first Polynesian and "modern" Tikopian traitsfaunai and floral remains (some of the latter
showed exceptionally good preservation). A
(p. 331).
conclusion based on the well-integrated geoPottery forms a major component of the
morphological and archaeological evidence is
archaeological evidence and its earliest expression
that the Ravenga tombolo and Te Roto freshis clearly a locally made Lapitoid one - as inwater lake are late formations; the present
dicated by the recovery of over 3500 sherds lake was a saltwater bay until c. 400 years ago.
and the later appearance of an imported ceramic,

Sinapupu, a Mangaasi-related type represented
by only 152 sherds. Kirch and Yen provide a

Shoreline reconstructions also show that the

new shell adze classification that is based on a

sq. km in recent times, was only about .4 sq. km

very limited inhabitable land on Tikopia, c. 2.5

the earliest settlement phase.
23- attribute set with 12 factors distinguished during
in
a varimax rotation. This classification is stated to Kirch and Yen believe that most of the island's

stone architecture is late (and associated with the
be Tikopia specific, but comparisons with adze
Polynesian occupation, for example, marae , house
assemblages from other western Pacific Islands
foundations). It is unfortunate that more detail is
should be enlightening. Of interest is the associnot available about the distribution of the later
ation of several shell adze types (Nos. 6-8) with

settlement. This is understandable as much of
the Lapitoid occupation. Also, the shift in stone

the field effort went into excavation of the Kiki
adze characteristics from Lapitoid to later asand Sinapupu Phase sites; also, excavations and,
semblages is marked.
it seems, intensive survey were not possible in
Pat McCoy's analysis of the Tikopian lithic
the Uta lakeshore settlement area, one of the
technology is a valuable addition to the dis-

cussion of stone artifacts. Of interest is his con-major traditional settlements. However, for
clusion that some obsidian - characteristic of
comparisons with other later Melanesian and

Polynesian island settlements, such information
the Lapitoid or Kiki Phase - was brought to the
about the archaeologically most visible occupa-

island as decorticated cobbles or flakes.

tion, that of the Tuakamali-early historic period,
An impressive collection of faunai material
would be useful to provide a more direct link
(35,000 bones and more than a ton of shell) was
between the oral history of traditional Tikopian
analyzed. The main conclusion, now familiar

from a number of island habitats, stresses the imculture and archaeological remains. For ex-

ample, general settlement areas are noted for the
pact of initial human prédation on biotic comTuakamali Phase, but little site distribution inmunities exploited for food. In the Tikopian

formation is provided that would help explain
data this prédation shows up in the turtle and
some of the shifts in subsistence and religious
probably avifauna, but is most clear in molluscan remains. The fish remains show this im-

practices ascribed to the historic Polynesian

pact less clearly, which suggests to the authors population.
At the beginning of the cultural sequence,
that a diversified fishing strategy existed throughout the entire sequence. They conclude that there the authors note (p. 329) that the question of
is a marked shift from wild to domesticated
cultural replacement of Kiki by Sinapupu people
forms and a reduction in the total intake of
remains unanswered for Tikopia as it does
for
animal protein over time (Table 48). The latter other Southwest Melanesian islands where

similar changes are reported. While the cultural
conclusion is not as well supported as the former
change from Kiki to Sinapupu seems to be most
by the analysis. The increasing reliance on plant,
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of this
volume offer an
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to
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they insightful
see synthesis
these
islands
of a considerable
body of
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fusion of elements
reflecting
evidence that helps
place the Polynesian outlier seve
of Southwest Pacific
T
"problem" in proper prehistory.
temporal perspective. This

liers"

of

Polynesian
culture
monograph is a major addition
to the literature
on Polynesian archaeology and will serve as a

Easter Island, and Hawaii. However, I think

much of what is discernible as Polynesian in the
model for archaeological reporting for years to
come.
Tiklpian case may very well be derived from
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